LCME Committee Meeting 2/9/2018

In attendance – Bobby Miller, Shelvy Campbell, Darshana Shah, Paul Ferguson, Laura Richardson, Jennifer Plymale, Michelle Ruppert, Amy Smith, Nitin Puri, Katie Rollins, John Hurley, Samantha Smith, Robert Nance, Conner Henson

Absent – Paulette Wehner, Mike McCarthy, Sean Loudin, Gretchen Oley, Kimiknu Mentore

Meeting open – 12:01 pm

• Standard 7 – Curricular Content
  o 7.1-2 – improvement between 2016-2017
  o 7.1-3 – some are covered in elective courses, not in required courses
    ▪ EBM in first 2 years, global health – basic statistics in global health (Nitin)
    ▪ Global health is mixed into first two years (John)
  o 7.2-a – Add geriatric course in the second year (Nitin)
    ▪ Horizontal integration (Laura)
    ▪ Aging covered throughout (John)
    ▪ Unaware of any hands-on lab that teaches scientific method (Laura)
    ▪ Address Research need with PBL
    • What goes into the research theme to develop the syllabus for biostatistics? (Laura)
  o 7.4-a – TBLs could apply here (Nitin)
  o 7.6-4 – ISA data – students may not have had this in clinical skills prior to survey being given (Bobby)
  o 7.8 – IPEs cover interaction with non-physician providers (John)
  o Include clinical trial participation in scholarly activity based on MU standards (Darshana)

Meeting close – 12:45 pm
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